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I own a treasure. A secret treasure full of precious things. One piece after another, I have accumulated the greatest wealth. A wealth shinier than gold, and stronger

than diamond. It only grows bigger and more opulent. It gives me everything that I need, ask and want. Time can never diminish or belittle its value .It is truly

priceless and is only mine to brag. It is the wealth of experience, the wealth of knowledge.

I have stood here in this very place for several decades, peeking secretly through my hood of leaves trying

to get a glimpse of the innumerous little things that spark my joy. Children have often played their silly little games

here. Watching them run around, stumble about gives me an inexplicable feeling of contentment. When a little boy,

tired and panting sits under my shade to catch his breath, a cool breeze brushes across his face. He closes his eyes and

thinks about all the past summers that he spent here and I am a figment of that memory. He and his friends love that

small, dilapidated outhouse. The broken pieces of furniture stowed away there are weapons in their make believe

battle scene. They pretend kill, they pretend die, but the sheer exhilaration on their faces are far from pretentious.

When they spot a butterfly with beautiful stained glass like wings, they run after it flower to flower flapping their

hands, trying to mimic its motion. Then, after the most adventurous summer, they leave to the city. I wait patiently

for ten months till they come back the next summer to continue their frolic.

This time I had to wait longer, longer than I ever have.

Years went by but they didn’t come back. I found

myself longing to hear their voices. Each summer

without them seemed endless. The merciless sun grows

bigger and hotter every year. The clouds refuse to give

way to the rain. Boxish concrete establishments replace

the old majestic houses built with stone and wood. The

village is changing, and I’m afraid that the price to be

paid is too large. “It’s an ugly old tree”, says a voice. “A

big new building in its place is so much better”, says a

tall, well- dressed man to his colleagues.

I realize that they want to take me down

and lay a concrete foundation over my roots. After a

while, he walks towards to me, looks up at my branches

and smiles a bittersweet smile. He comes over, sits

under my shade and closes his eyes as a cool breeze

brushes across his face. He looks back at all times gone

by. I recognize him from all those years ago and flutter

my leaves with joy and with a heavy heart pay heed to

his wishes.


